
   

                                         

Tanga Elektra, a 'new soul', electro-acoustic band from Berlin with a unique sound and original songs, two brothers united by their 
passion for spontaneously improvised arrangements and irresistible grooves.

Tanga Elektra's unique live set-up distinguishes them as innovators:
David Engler's violin gets channeled through a loop station and effects pedals, thus producing deep, growling bass grooves, driving 
pizzicato rhythm lines, and lush, stacked bowed violin tracks. Elias Engler sometimes performs on an experimental drum set built 
around an amplified guitar case used as a 'bass drum', producing highly dance-able, captivating beats, as well as he is playing the 
classical drumset, depending on the sort of event.

David, a jazz-school-trained violinist with a warm and expressive singing voice, and his brother Elias on drums, also with a jazz 
background, have developed a musical style all their own, blending various rhythms such as soul, reggae, jazz, and electronic music.
The two brothers have been creating music together for over 20 years, starting when Elias was only seven years old.

Tanga Elektra write all their own songs, they have been performing at venues of all sizes, at festivals, on the street, on radio and 
television.

Based in Berlin, where they have a solid fan base, Tanga Elektra have been playing their music all over Germany, as well as 
internationally, in various European countries, and Brazil. They invariably impress audiences with their unique style, highly skilled 
performances, driving beats, and melodic tunes.

On special occasions, the duo invites additional musicians, resulting in various line-ups.

Just a few musicians Tanga Elektra already performed with during their concerts, are
Willy Sahel, Wynton Kelly Stevenson, Kiddo Kat, Fernanda Brandao and Abba Lang from "Klear Kut".

Tanga Elektra is also a member of the "TuneUp Soundcollective Berlin", an exclusive group of musicians, organizing events and 
playing concerts, containing 100% improvised music mixed from all kinds of genres.

Live at Abbey Road Institute Berlin 2018:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCeo46I4IWc

Duo:
https://vimeo.com/24911882

Duo+special guests:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHgx-oMsT4s

Tanga Elektra album "Music" 2018:
https://itunes.apple.com/de/album/music/1356093843
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For more informations please visit:
www.tangaelektra.com


